National Tree Week

Be a Force For Nature by connecting, learning, caring and celebrating all the wonders of trees.

Learn about a tree 🌳

Connect with a tree 🔗
Connect with a tree in your school or
your local area. Use all of your
senses to feel the tree bark, Tree
senses. Feel the tree, listen to the
tree...

Care for a tree
If you are able to, plant a tree during
National Tree Week! If not, apply for free
trees to plant later in the year or raise
money to donate to help plant, care for
and protect trees at a local level.

Share a tree memory 💭

Share your personal connections and
memories of a tree.
What’s your favourite tree? Why?
Share a special time where you saw a
memorable tree (or maybe even
climbed a tree!).

Poe-tree ✎
Get creative and write some
poe-tree. You could describe the tree,
explain the importance and benefits
of trees or even personify the tree!
If you’d rather, write a story or a
piece of non-fiction about a tree.

Read a tree
📚
Choose a tree book to read (fiction or
non-fiction). Even better, read the book
together under a tree (don’t forget to
wrap up warm)!

Tree Art 🎨
Use natural materials (like fallen
leaves) to make a piece of art, look
carefully at the tree and sketch it
in detail or even create a Force For
Nature Forest.

Be a Tree Detective 🔎
Look carefully at the trees in your
school grounds. What changes have
you seen in them over the last few
weeks? What seasonal changes have
you noticed?

ID a tree 🏷
Go for a walk and ID a tree. Look carefully
at the bark, the branches and the leaves
(which may be on the floor!). Why not
make name labels for the trees in your
school grounds so that everyone can
learn what they are?

Trees are incredible! They come in all
shapes and sizes. Research an
incredible tree and find out more. You
could even use your research to create
a ‘Tree-mendous Trees’ factfile or
display.

